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Abstract 
 

We introduce a new set called smg-closed which are defined on a family 
of sets satisfying some minimal conditions. It is investigated that this set is a 
stronger form of mg-closed sets due to T. Noiri[2].  This set enable us to unify 
certain kind of modifications of strongly generalized closed sets due to Sundaram 
and Pushpalatha [3].  
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1. Introduction 
 
   In 1970, Levine[1] introduced the notion of generalized closed                 
(g-closed) sets in topological spaces and showed that compactness, locally 
compactness, countably compactness, paracompactness and normality etc.. are all 
g-closed hereditary.  Also he introduced a separation axiom called T½ between 
T1  and T0. Recently many modifications were defined and investigated. They are 
applied to introduce several low separation axioms, Especially Sundaram and 
Pushpalatha[3] introduced, strongly generalized closed sets and two new 
separation axioms Ts and Tp spaces. In 2006[2] Takashi Noiri introduced the 
concept is of mg-closed sets on minimal spaces. 
 In this paper, we introduce the notion of smg-closed sets in minimal spaces 
and obtain some of its basic properties. 
 
 
2. Preliminaries 
 
   In this section, we recollect some notations and definitions which are used in  
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this paper. 
 Let (X, τ) be a topological space and A, a subset of X. The closure of A and 
the interior of A are denoted by cl(A) and int(A) respectively in topological 
spaces. Let (X, mx) be an m-space where X is a non empty set and mx is the 
minimal structure defined on X. The mx-c1 and mx-int denotes the mx-closure 
and mx- interior on (X, mx) respectively[2]. 
 
Definition 2.1. [1] Let (X, τ) be a topological space, a subset A of X is said to be 
g-closed if cl(A) ⊆ G whenever A⊆ G and  G is open in X. The complement of 
g-closed set is called g-open in X. 
 
Definition 2.2. [3] Let (X, τ) be a topological space, a subset A of X is said to be 
strongly g-closedif cl(A) ⊆ G whenever A⊆ G and  is g-open[1] in X. 
 
Definition 2.3. [2] Let X be a non empty set and P(X) the power set of X. A 
subfamily mx of P(X) is called a minimal structure (m-structure) on X if φ∈mx 
and X∈mx. The pair (X, mx) is called a minimal space (or m-space). 
 
Definition 2.4. [2]  Let (X, m) be an m-space, A subset A of X is said to be 
mg-closed if mx-cl(A) ⊆ G whenever A ⊆ G and G is mx-open. The complement 
of an mg-closed set is said to be mg-open set. 
 
Definition 2.5[2] A minimal structure mx on a nonempty set X is said to have 
property B if the union of any family of subsets belong to mx. 
 
Lemma: 2.6 [2] Let Xbe a nonempty set and mx a minimal structure on X 
satifying property B. For a subset A of X, the following properties hold:  
 (i) A∈mx if and only if mx-int(A) = A 
 (ii) A is mx-closed if and only if  mx-cl(A) = A 
 (iii) mx-int(A)∈mx and mx-cl(A) is mx-closed. 
 
 
 
3. smg-closed sets in minimal structures 
 
In this section, we introduced a new class of sets as the stronger form mg-closed[2] 
in minimal structures. 
 
Definition : 3.1. Let (X, mx) be an m-space. A subset A of X is said to be strongly 
minimal generalized closed(smg-closed)  if mx-cl(A) ⊆G whenever A⊆G and G 
is mg-open. The complement of an smg-closed set is called a smg-open set in                
(X, mx). 
 
Remark 3.2. Let (X, τ) be a topological space and mx be minimal  structure on 
X. If mx = τ, then an smg-closed set is a strongly g-closed set in X. 
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 In this section, let (X,τ) be a topological space and mx be an                 
m-structure on X. We obtain several basic properties and some characterizations 
of smg-closed sets and smg-open sets on m-space. 
 
Theorem 3.3: Let mx have the property B. A subset A of X is smg-closed in               
(X, mx) if and only if mx-cl(A)-A contains no non empty mg-closed set in X. 
Proof: Suppose that F is a nonempty mg-closed subset of mx-cl(A)-A. Now 
F⊆mx-cl(A)-A. Then F⊆mx-cl(A)∩Ac, since mx-cl(A)-A                
= F⊆mx-cl(A) ∩Ac. Therefore F⊆mx-cl(A) and F ⊆Ac. Since Fc is mg-open set 
and A is smg-closed, mx-cl(A) ⊆ Fc . That is F⊆mx-cl(A)c.                
Hence F ⊆ mx-cl(A)∩mx-cl(A)c = φ. That is F = φ. Thus mx-cl(A)-A contains no 
non-empty mg-closed set. 
 Conversely, assume that mx-cl(A)-A contains no non-empty                 
mg-closed set. Let A⊆G, G is mg-open. Suppose that mx-cl(A) is not contained in 
G. Then mx-cl(A) ∩Gc is a non-empty mg-closed set[2] of mx-cl(A)-A, which is a 
contradiction. Therefore mx-cl(A) ⊆G and hence A is smg-closed.  
 
Theorem 3.4. For subsets A and B of X, the following properties hold:  

(i) If A is mx-closed, then A is smg-closed. 
(ii) If mx has the property B and A is smg-closed and mg-open then A is 

mx-closed. 
(iii) If A is smg-closed and A ⊆B⊆mx-cl(A), then B is smg-closed. 

Proof: (i) Let A be an mx-closed set in (X, mx). Let A⊆G, where G is                 
mg-open in (X, mx). Let A⊆G, where G is mg-open in (X, mx). Since A is 
mx-closed,  mx--cl(A) = A, mx-cl(A) ⊆ G. Therefore A is smg-closed. 
          (ii) Since A is mg-open and smg-closed, we have                
mx-cl(A)⊆A. Therefore A is mx-closed. 
 (iii) mx-cl(B)-B ⊆ mx-cl(A)-A, and since mx-cl(A)-A contains no                
non-empty mg-closed set, neither does mx-cl(B)-B. By Theorem 3.3, the result 
follows. 
 
Theorem: 3.5 Union of two smg-closed sets is smg-closed. 
Proof: Assume that A and B are smg-closed sets in X. Let G be an mg-open set in 
X such that A∪B⊆G. Then A⊆G and B⊆G. Since A and B are smg-closed, 
mx-cl(A) ⊆ G and mx-cl(B) ⊆ G. Hence, mx-cl(A∪B)⊆ mx-cl(A) ∪ mx-cl(B) ⊆ G.  
Therefore A∪B is smg-closed. 
 
Theorem: 3.6 Every mx-closed set in X is smg-closed in X but not conversely. 
Proof: Let G be an mg-open set such that A⊆G. Since A is a mx –closed set 
mx-cl(A) = A, mx-cl(A) ⊆ G. Therefore A is smg-closed set. 
 The converse of the above theorem need not be true as seen from the 
following example. 
 
Example: 3.7 Consider the m-space X = {a, b, c} with minimal structure                
mx ={φ, X, {a}, {a, b}}. The set {a, c} is smg-closed but not mx –closed set. 
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Theorem 3.8 Every smg-closed set in X is a mg-closed set in X, but not 
conversely. 
Proof: Let a be smg-closed set. Let A⊆G where G is open. Since every mx-open 
set is mg-open and A is smg-closed, we have mx-cl(A)⊆G. Therefore A is 
mg-closed. 
 
 The converse need not be true as seen from the following example. 
 
Example 3.9. Consider the m-space X = {a, b, c} with m-structure                 
mx = {φ, X, {a}}. The set {b} is mg-closed but not smg-closed. 
 
Theorem 3.10. For  each x∈X, {x} is mg-closed in X or {x}c is smg-closed set 
in X. 
Proof: If {x} is not mg-closed. Then the only mg-open set containing {x}c  is X. 
Also the mx-cl({x})c is contained in X and hence {x}c is                 
smg-closed in X. 
 
 We conclude this section with a characterization of smg-open set. 
 
Theorem 3.11. A subset A of X is smg-open in X if and only if F⊆mx-int(A) 
whenever F⊆A and F is mg-closed in X. 
 
 

From the above observations  we get the following implications  
 
 
 

  mx – closed set       smg – closed set       mg closed set 
 
 
 

The reverse implications are not true. 
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